
multiple plants,  
one container

Materials List

Round, low-profile bowl 
at least 6” deep and 

approximately  
16” in diameter

4-quart bag of gravel, 
such as small lava rock

12-quart bag of  
organic potting mix

Large-scale plant, 
preferably in a 6” 

grower’s pot (here we 
used Alocasia ‘Polly’)

Midsize plant, 
preferably in a  

6” grower’s pot  
(here we used  

Fittonia ‘Juanita’)

Low-growing ground 
cover, preferably in  

a 4” grower’s pot  
(here we used  

Pilea depressa)

4-quart bag of live 
sheet moss

Step 1  Begin by spreading a 1-inch layer of gravel at the 
bottom of the pot to serve as drainage. 

Step 2  Cover the rocks with a 2-inch layer of potting mix.

Step 3  Remove the plants from their pots and carefully 
loosen the roots. 

Step 4  Place the plants in the bowl to gauge plant depth 
and arrangement. Remember to keep in mind how the plants 
grow with regard to scale and proportion. Don’t place the 
tallest plant near the edge of the container or the shortest 
plant in the center. If viewed from one side, place the largest 
plant toward the back and the groundcover at the front of the 
container. Add more soil below the plants as needed to raise 
them to acceptable levels in the pot. The soil level in the new 
pot should be the same as the soil level in the grower’s pots. 
Leave some space between the top of the planting and the top 
of your container, so that when you water, it won’t flow out over 
the sides of the pot.

Step 5  Fill in the remaining space around the plants with 
potting mix and tamp it down lightly to fill in any air pockets.

Step 6  Top-dress the soil with sheet moss. This will allow 
the plants to fill in over time without crowding each other,  
but gives the impression of a full and lush planting.

Excerpted from Rooted in Design by Tara Heibel and Tassy de Give 

My Name is Lucy Barton
By Elizabeth Strout
Read by Kimberly Farr
 
Running Time: 4 Hours
 
Visit TryAudiobooks.com/gardening  
to listen to a sample!
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